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Abstract. The paper deals with a novel enhanced con-
nection of AC/AC powertrain for Hybrid Electric Ve-
hicles (HEV). The substantial contribution of such
a connection is the absence of 4QC auxiliary converter
needed for autonomous and hybrid operational modes
and its compensation by power-lesser 0×5 matrix con-
verter. The main advantages of a simplified connection
are, beside smaller auxiliary converter sizing, also pos-
sible better efficiency of the HEV powertrain. So, pow-
ertrain operation in autonomous traction accu-battery
modes uses direct 0×5 configuration of traction 3×5
M×C matrix converter, and in hybrid modes of Inter-
nal Combustion Engine (ICE) and accu-battery uses
besides traction 3×5 M×C matrix converter the aux-
iliary 0×5 matrix converter. Modeling and simulation
using Matlab-Simulink environment of traction power-
train configuration in autonomous modes are presented
in the paper as well as all simulation experiment re-
sults.
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1. Introduction
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) have an important role
in the automotive industry as well as in the national
economy and also in transport and traffic services. The
majority of series HEV powertrains use front-end con-
verter system with a DC-voltage interlink [1], [2], [3]
and [4]. It has been shown in the paper by comparing
of a matrix converter (M×C) and VSI converter with
an active front end for induction motor drive that the
matrix converter’s semiconductor losses are smaller at
full load operation for the same silicon area in both
converters in the paper. A one-third reduction of the
device current rating of the M×C is possible resulting
in comparable thermal device stress, [5] and [6]. The
overall passive component count and rating are only
slightly better for the M×C but the absence of bulky
smoothing capacitor is evident what is presented in [7].
Therefore, the AC/AC powertrain with matrix con-
verter was designed to improve the energetic efficiency
of HEV, [7] and [8]. Regarding the number of phases,
if the number of phases of the motor is three (no more)
then it is not possible to connect both traction motors
to one common direct traction converter, [9], [10] and
[11].
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1. Introduction 
Hybrid electri  vehicles (HEV) have an imp rtant role in 
the automotive industry as well as in the national 
economy and also in transport and traffic services. The 
majority of series HEV powertrains use front-end 
converter system with a DC-voltage interlink [1]-[4]. It 
has been shown in the paper by comparing of a matrix 
converter (MxC) and VSI converter with an active front 
end for induction motor drive that the matrix converter's 
semiconductor losses are smaller at full load operation 
for the same silicon area in both converters in the paper. 
A one-third reduction of the device current rating of the 
MxC is possible resulting in comparable thermal device 
stress, [5] and [6]. The overall passive component count 
and rating are only slightly better for the MxC but the 
absence of bulky smo thi g capacitor is evi ent w at is 
presented in [7]. Therefore, the AC/AC powertrain with 
matrix converter was designed to improve the nergetic 
efficiency of HEV, [7] and [8]. R garding the number of 
phases, if the number of phases of the motor is three (no 
more) then it is not possible to connect both traction 
motors to one common direct traction converter, [9], [10] 
and [11]. 
Configuration with motor-wheels allows flexibility of 
the car and removes the c ntral drive motor and 
associated transmission parts of the propulsion system of 
the vehicle. The main advantages of the electric motor in 
the wheel are adjust ble traction and individual braking 
torque with high precisi n without ingestion gearbox, 
drive shaft, differential gear and other complex and 
heavy parts of power transmission, [3] and [4]. One of 
such a traction system is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1: Classical series HEV with two VSI converters two motor 
wheels and electronic differential: 
ICE – internal combustion engine, SG – synchronous generator, TR – 
traction rectifier, AB – traction accu-battery, VSI – voltage source 
inverter, TM1,2 – traction motors, VCS – vehicle control system, 
MCON – traction motors control 
 
Fi . 1: lassical series HEV with two VSI converters two motor
heels and electronic differential.
ICE - Internal Combustion Engine, SG - Syn-
chronous Generator, TR - Traction Rectifier, AB -
traction Accu-Battery, VSI - Voltage Source Inverter,
TM1,2 - Traction Motors, VCS - Vehicle Control Sys-
tem, MCON - traction Motors Control.
Configuration with motor-wheels allows flexibility of
the car and removes the central drive motor and asso-
ciated transmission parts of the propulsion system of
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the vehicle. The main advantages of the electric mo-
tor in the wheel are adjustable traction and individual
braking torque with high precision without ingestion
gearbox, drive shaft, differential gear and other com-
plex and heavy parts of power transmission, [3] and [4].
One of such a traction system is shown in Fig. 1.
2. Direct AC/AC Powertrain
Structural scheme of HEV with AC/AC powertrain is
shown in Fig. 2 As it has been shown in [4] and [5], the
good compromise among a different number of phases
traction generator and traction motor is a three-phase
generator and a five-phase motor that means [3×5] di-
rect converter. Such a configuration of the AC/AC
powertrain makes possible both pure electric operat-
ing modes and/or pure engine mode, as well as hybrid
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generator and a five-phase motor that means [3x5] direct 
converter. Such a configuration of the AC/AC powertrain 
makes possible both pure electric operating modes 
and/or pure engine mode, as well as hybrid mode: the 
vehicle is propelled by internal combustion engine (ICE) 
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Fig. 2: Direct AC/AC series HEV with one MxC converter/one 
auxiliary 4QC converter and two traction motors with independent 
control a), and topologies of MxC and 4QC converters with IGBT 
switches b) and c) 
Note, to provide for full autonomous HEV operation 
from accu-battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing of 4QC 
converter should be done for nominal traction power of 
two traction motors (TM). 
3. Novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain 
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC powertrain 
shown in Fig. 3 can be applied for following possible 
operation modes: 
a. traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
5PIM // 5PIM-ACAC-AB, 
c. starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
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Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
Possible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
(a)
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Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
Possible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
(b)
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Fig. 2: Direct AC/AC series HEV with one MxC converter/one 
auxiliary 4QC converter and two traction motors with independent 
control a), and topologies of MxC and 4QC converters with IGBT 
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Note, to provide for full autonomous HEV operation 
from accu-battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing of 4QC 
converter should be done for nominal traction power of 
two traction motors (TM). 
3. Novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain 
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC powertrain 
shown in Fig. 3 can be applied for following possible 
operation modes: 
a. traction drive/brake: ICE-SG CAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
5PIM // 5PIM-ACAC-AB, 
c. starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
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Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
Possible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
(c)
Fig. 2: Direct AC/AC series H ith one M×C converter/one
auxili ry 4QC converter and two traction motors with
independent control a), and topologies of M×C and
4QC converters with IGBT switches b) and c).
mode: the vehicle is propelled by Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE) and accu-battery energy in parallel op-
eration [7].
Note, to provide for full autonomous HEV opera-
tion from Accu-Battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing
of 4QC converter should be done for nominal traction
power of two Traction Motors (TM).
3. Novel Enhanced AC/AC
Powertrain
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC power-
train shown in Fig. 4 can be applied for following pos-
sible operation modes:
• traction drive/brake:/l ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM
// 5PIM-ACA -SG-ICE (Fig. 3(a)),
• traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM
// 5PIM-ACAC-AB (Fig. 3(b)),
• starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE
// ICE-SG-ACAC-AB (Fig. 3(a)).
Possible operational models of novel simplified
AC/AC powertrain are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2: Direct AC/AC series HEV with one MxC converter/one 
auxiliary 4QC converter and two traction motors with independent 
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Note, to provide for full autonomous HEV operation 
from accu-battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing of 4QC 
converter should be done for nominal traction power of 
two tract on motors (TM). 
3. N vel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain 
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC powertrain 
shown in Fig. 3 can be applied for following possible 
operation modes: 
a. traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
5PIM // 5PIM-AC - B, 
c. starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
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Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/ C series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
Possible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
(a)
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5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
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P ssible ope ational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
(b)
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Fig. 2: Direct AC/AC series HEV with one MxC converter/one 
auxiliary 4QC converter and two traction motors with independent 
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Note, to prov de for full autonomous HEV operation 
from accu-battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing of 4QC
converter should be done for nominal traction power of 
tw  traction motors (TM).
3. N v l enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain 
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC powertrain 
shown in Fig. 3 can be applied for following possible 
operation modes: 
a. traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction rive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
5PIM // 5PIM-A AC-AB, 
c. starting-up/cha ging: AB-ACAC-SG ICE // 
ICE-SG-AC -AB. 
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Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
P ssible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and tractio  accu-battery (AB) 
(c)
Fig. 3: Possible ope al model of novel enhanced AC/AC
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-
ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction
drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-
ICE // ICE-SG-ACAC-AB.
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Note, to provide for full autonomous HEV operation 
from accu-battery AB (e.g. traction), the sizing of 4QC 
converter should be done for nominal traction power of 
two traction motors (TM). 
3. Novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain 
The configuration of novel simplified AC/AC powertrain 
shown in Fig. 3 can be applied for following possible 
operation modes: 
a. traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-SG-ICE, 
b. traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-
5PIM // 5PIM-ACAC-AB, 
c. starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3x5
SGICE M1
DIR POW
VCS
M2AB
MxC
+
-
 
Fig. 3: Novel enhanced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one MxC 
converter and two traction motors with independent control 
Possible operational models of novel simplified AC/AC 
powertrain are shown in Fig. 4. 
ICE SG
3x5
MxC
M1
M2
 
(a) 
ICE SG
0x3
MxC
AB
 
(b) 
AB
0x5
MxC
M1
M2
 
(c) 
Fig. 4: Possible operational model of novel enhanced AC/AC 
powertrain: (a) traction drive/brake: ICE-SG-ACAC-5PIM // 5PIM-
ACAC-SG-ICE, (b) traction drive/brake/charging: AB-ACAC-5PIM // 
5PIM-ACAC-AB, (c) starting-up/charging: AB-ACAC-SG-ICE // 
ICE-SG-ACAC-AB. 
3.1. Hybrid operational mode of HEV 
powering 
Parallel operation of ICE and traction accu-battery (AB) 
Fi . 4: Novel e anced AC/AC series/parallel HEV with one
M×C converter and two traction motors with indepen-
dent control.
3.1. Hybrid Operational Mode of
HEV Powering
Parallel operation of ICE and traction Accu-Battery
(AB) is possible using three-phase four-quadrant con-
verter 4QC, Fig. 5(a), [8]. If the 4QC converter is omit-
ted, the novel scheme of HEV powertrain, Fig. 5(b),
makes possible the parallel operation of ICE and AB
using 0×5 M×C converters. It gives sophisticated solu-
tion making possible parallel as well as the autonomous
operation of ICE and AB. Such a configuration can be
easily derived from that main traction converter 3×5
M×C.
As it deals with parallel operation, such an HEV is
series and parallel vehicle. The sizing of paralleling
converter (4QC or 0×3 M×C) is then done just for the
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is possible using three-phase four-quadrant c verter 
4QC, Fig. 5(a), [8]. If the 4QC converter is omitted, the
novel scheme of HEV powertrain, Fig. 5(b), makes 
possible the parallel operation of ICE and AB using 0x5
MxC converters. It gives sophisticated solution making 
possible parallel as well as the autonomous operation of 
ICE and AB. Such a configuration can be easily derived
from that main traction converter 3x5 MxC.  
SG 3x5
MxC
AB
4QC
(b) 
Fig. 5: Hybrid operation possibility: parallel connection of ICE and
AB, (a) using a 4QC converter and (b) parallel connection of ICE and
AB using 0x5 MxC converter. 
As it deals with parallel operation, such an HEV is series 
and parallel vehicle. The sizing of paralleling converter 
(4QC or 0x3 MxC) is then done just for the differential 
power of traction motors and ICE. Practically, it is used 
during the acceleration mode. 
4. Modeling and Simulation 
The ICE has been modeled by DC motor with separate 
excitation system. The control scheme of that
substitution model is given in works [8], with help of 
[12], [13] and [14]. Besides, just one traction motor has 
been taken into account, independent control of two
traction motors has not been used in these simulations.
Possible configurations of AC/AC converter for different 
operational traction modes are shown in Fig. 6. There are 
three basic configurations:
a. traction drive powered by ICE/braking into
ICE, 
b. traction drive powered by AB accu-
battery/braking (charging) into AB, 
c. start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
SG
IM
(a) 
IM
+
-
(b) 
SG
+ -
(c) 
Fig. 6: The configuration of MxC converter for different 
operational modes-5PIM: (a) traction drive powered by ICE/braking 
into ICE, (b) traction drive powered by AB accu-battery/braking 
(charging) into AB, (c) start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
Simulation models of matrix converters (direct [15] or 
indirect models [7], [16]) are known, as well as 
dynamical models of 5PIM motors [9], [17] and models 
of DC separately excited motor [18] and of SG [22]. 
So, e.g., the vector equations of 5PIM stator voltage
gives [8]: 
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(a)
MxC
SG
AB
3x5
0x5
(b)
Fig. 5: Hybrid operation possibility: parallel connection of ICE
and AB, (a) using a 4QC converter and (b) parallel con-
nection of ICE and AB using 0×5 M×C converter.
differential power of traction motors and ICE. Practi-
cally, it is used during the acceleration mode.
4. Modeling and Simulation
The ICE has been modeled by DC motor with sep-
arate excitation system. The control scheme of that
substitution model is given in works [8], with help of
[12], [13] and [14]. Besides, just one traction motor
has been taken into account, independent control of
two traction motors has not been used in these sim-
ulations. Possible configurations of AC/AC converter
for different operational traction modes are shown in
Fig. 6.
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is possible using three-phase four-quadra t onverter 
4QC, Fig. 5(a), [8]. If the 4QC co ter is omitted, the 
novel scheme of HEV p rtrain, Fig. 5(b), makes 
possible the parallel operation of ICE and AB using 0x5 
MxC converters. It gives sophisticated solution making 
possible parallel as well as the autonomous operation of 
ICE and AB. Such a configuration can be easily derived 
from that main traction converter 3x5 MxC.  
SG 3x5
MxC
AB
4QC
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5: Hybrid operation possibility: parallel connection of ICE and 
AB, (a) using a 4QC converter and (b) parallel connection of ICE and 
AB using 0x5 MxC converter. 
As it deals with parallel operation, such an HEV is series 
and parallel vehicle. The sizing of paralleling converter 
(4QC or 0x3 MxC) is then done just for the differential 
power of traction motors and ICE. Practically, it is used 
during the acceleration mode. 
4. Modeling and Simulati n 
The ICE has been modeled by DC motor with separate 
excitation system. The control scheme of that 
substitutio  model is gi n in works [8], with help of 
[12], [13] d [14]. Besides, just one traction motor has 
been taken into account, independent control of two 
traction motors has not been used in these simulations. 
Possible configurations of AC/AC converter for different 
operational traction modes are shown in Fig. 6. There are 
three basic configurations: 
a. traction drive powered by ICE/braking into 
ICE, 
b. traction drive powered by AB accu-
battery/braking (charging) into AB, 
c. start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
SG
IM
 
(a) 
IM
+
-
 
(b) 
SG
+ -
 
(c) 
Fig. 6: The configuration of MxC converter for different 
operational modes-5PIM: (a) traction drive powered by ICE/braking 
into ICE, (b) traction drive powered by AB accu-battery/braking 
(charging) into AB, (c) start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
 
Simulation models of matrix converters (direct [15] or 
indirect models [7], [16]) are known, as well as 
dynamical models of 5PIM motors [9], [17] and models 
of DC separately excited motor [18] and of SG [22]. 
So, e.g., the vector equations of 5PIM stator voltage 
gives [8]: 
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is possible using three-phase four-quadrant conver er 
4QC, Fig. 5(a), [8]. If the 4QC converter is omitted, the 
nov l scheme of HEV powertrain, Fig. 5(b), makes 
possible the parallel operati n of ICE and AB using 0x5 
MxC converters. It gives sophisticated s lution making 
possible parallel as well as the autonomous operation of 
ICE and AB. Such a configuration can be easily derived 
from that main traction converter 3x5 MxC.  
SG 3x5
MxC
AB
4QC
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5: Hybrid operation possibility: parallel connection of ICE and 
AB, (a) using a 4QC converter and (b) parallel connection of ICE and 
AB using 0x5 MxC converter. 
As it deals with parallel operation, such an HEV is series 
and parallel vehicle. The sizing of paralleling converter 
(4QC or 0x3 MxC) is then done just for the differential 
power of traction motors and ICE. Practically, it is used 
during the acceleration mode. 
4. Modeling and Simulation 
The ICE has been modeled by DC motor with separate 
excitation syst m. The control scheme of that 
substitution model is given in works [8], with help of 
[12], [13] and [14]. Besides, just one traction motor has 
been taken into account, independent control of two 
traction motors has not been used in these simulations. 
Possible configurations of AC/AC converter for different 
operational traction modes are shown in Fig. 6. There are 
three basic configurations: 
a. traction drive powered by ICE/braking into 
ICE, 
b. traction drive powered by AB accu-
battery/braking (charging) into AB, 
c. start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
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IM
 
(a) 
IM
+
-
 
(b) 
SG
+ -
 
(c) 
Fig. 6: The configuration of MxC converter for different 
operational modes-5PIM: (a) traction drive powered by ICE/br king 
into ICE, (b) traction drive powered by AB accu-battery/braking 
(charging) into AB, (c) start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
 
Simulation models of matrix converters (direct [15] or 
indirect models [7], [16]) are known, as well as 
dynamical models of 5PIM motors [9], [17] and models 
of DC separately excited m tor [18] and of SG [22]. 
So, e.g., the vector equations of 5PIM stator voltage 
gives [8]: 
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is possible using three-phase four-quadrant converter 
4QC, Fig. 5(a), [8]. If the 4QC converter is omitted, the 
nov l scheme of HEV p wertrain, Fig. 5(b), makes 
possible the parallel operation of ICE and AB using 0x5 
MxC converters. It gives sophisticated solution making 
possible parallel as well as the autonomous operation of 
ICE and AB. Such a configuration can be easily derived 
from that main traction c nv rter 3x5 MxC.  
SG 3x5
MxC
AB
4QC
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5: Hybrid op ration possibility: parallel connection of ICE and 
AB, (a) using a 4QC converter and (b) parallel connection of ICE and 
AB using 0x5 MxC converter. 
As it de ls with parallel operation, such an HEV is series 
and parallel vehicle. The sizing of parall ling converter 
(4QC or 0x3 MxC) is then done just for the differential 
p wer of traction motors and ICE. Practically, it is used 
during the acceleration mode. 
4. Modeling and Simulation 
The ICE has been modeled by DC motor with separate 
excitation system. The control scheme of that 
substitution model is given in works [8], with help of 
[12], [13] and [14]. Besides, just one traction motor has 
been taken into account, independent control of two 
traction motors has not been used in these simulations. 
Possible configurations of AC/AC converter for different 
operational traction modes are shown in Fig. 6. There are 
three basic configurations: 
a. traction drive powered by ICE/braking into 
ICE, 
b. traction drive powered by AB accu-
battery/braking (charging) into AB, 
c. start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
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(c) 
Fig. 6: The configuration of MxC converter for different 
operational modes-5PIM: (a) traction drive powered by ICE/braking 
into ICE, (b) traction drive powered by AB accu-battery/braking 
(charging) into AB, (c) start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-
battery/charging of AB by ICE. 
 
Simulation models of matrix converters (direct [15] or 
indirect models [7], [16]) are known, as well as 
dynamical models of 5PIM otors [9], [17] and models 
of DC separately excited motor [18] and of SG [22]. 
So, e.g., the vector equations of 5PIM stator voltage 
gives [8]: 
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Fig. 6: The configuration of M×C converter for different op-
erational modes-5PI : (a) traction drive powered by
I E/braking into ICE, (b) traction drive powered by
AB Accu-Battery/braking (charging) into AB, (c) start-
up of ICE powered by AB Accu-Battery/charging of AB
by ICE.
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There are three basic configurations:
• traction drive powered by ICE/braking into ICE
(Fig. 6(a)),
• traction drive powered by AB Accu-
Battery/braking (charging) into AB (Fig. 6(b)),
• start-up of ICE powered by AB Accu-
Battery/charging of AB by ICE (Fig. 6(c)).
Simulation models of matrix converters (direct [15]
or indirect models [7] and [16] are known, as well as dy-
namical models of 5PIM motors [9] and [17] and models
of DC separately excited motor [18] and of SG [22].
So, e.g., the vector equations of 5PIM stator voltage
gives [8]:
us =
2
5
(
ua + ubej
2pi
5 + ucej
4pi
5 + udej
6pi
5 + ueej
8pi
5
)
= uα + juβ ,
(1)
and:
ua(t)
ub(t)
uc(t)
ud(t)
ue(t)
=

um1(t) 1− um1(t)
um2(t) 1− um2(t)
um3(t) 1− um3(t)
um4(t) 1− um4(t)
um5(t) 1− um5(t)
[U+(t)− U−(t)] , (2)
where U+(t)−U−(t) are fictitious voltages of fictitious
DC link of matrix converter [6]. Then one can use
a dynamic model of the 5PIM motor as:
d
dt
 isir
ωm
 = A
 isir
ωm
+ B
usur
0
 , (3)
d
dtωm =
Telmg − Tload
Jm
. (4)
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where ( ) ( )U t U t   are fictitious voltages of fictitious 
DC link of matrix converter [6]. Then one can use a 
dynamic model of the 5PIM motor as: 
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The control system for ICE and synchronous generator 
(SG) loop for the gearless system is shown in Fig. 7. 
Control methods for induction motor (IM) using PWM 
technique can be taken from [15], [19], [20] and [21]. So 
far, this IM control problem as well as whole HEV 
control loop, have not been solved in the paper. 
Fig. 7: ICE and PMSG generator control system [12], (model of 
ICE substituted by DC machine) 
The parameters of the powertrain for simulation are 
given in Tab. 1. 
Tab.1: The parameters of powertrain 
ICE engine 
(DC motor) 
Power [HP] 30 
Nom. speed [RPM] 1750 
Armature voltage [V] 500 
Field voltage [V] 300 
3 Ph. PMSG 
Power [HP] 11.5 
Nom. speed [RPM] 3000 
Nom. torque [Nm] 27 
DC bus voltage [V] 560 
5 Ph. IM 
Power [HP] 10.2 
Nom. speed [RPM] 3000 
Nom. torque [Nm] 23 
4.1. Simulation results 
Simulation results were performed using 
Matlab/Simulink and are given in figures from Fig. 8 to 
Fig. 12. From the amount of possible operation modes, 
these ones have been modeled and simulated using novel 
simplified powertrain: 
- start-up and traction drive of HEV powered by
ICE,
- start-up of ICE powered by AB accu-battery
using SG as a starter,
- traction drive powered by AB accu-battery and
braking (charging) moving energy into accu- 
  battery AB.
1) Start-up and traction drive of HEV
The ICE is starting to idle speed (about 150 rad/s). Then, 
after 3 sec., the traction motor is connected via a 
synchronous generator and 3x5 matrix converter. The 
speed of ICE (and SG, too) is increased to requested 
value and controlled to this value given by the requested 
value of traction motor or HEV, respectively. Results of 
this operational mode are shown in Fig. 8. Detailed 
waveforms of phase currents of traction generator and 
5PIM traction motor are given in Fig. 9. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 8: Details of speed and torque waveforms of SG a) and TM b) 
during start-up  
Consumption
maps
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demand
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Fig. 7: ICE and PMSG generator control system [12], (model
of ICE substituted by DC machine).
The control system for ICE and Synchronous Gener-
ator (SG) loop for the gearless system is shown in Fig. 7
Control methods for Induction Motor (IM) using PWM
technique can be taken from [15], [19], [20] and [21]. So
far, this IM control problem as well as whole HEV con-
trol loop, have not been solved in the paper.
The parameters of the powertrain for simulation are
given in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1: The parameters of powertrain.
ICE engine
(DC motor)
Power (HP) 30
Nom. speed (RPM) 1750
Armature voltage (V) 500
Field voltage (V) 300
3 Ph. PMSG
Power (HP) 11.5
Nom. speed (RPM) 3000
Nom. torque (Nm) 27
DC bus voltage (V) 560
5 Ph. IM
Power (HP) 10.2
Nom. speed (RPM) 3000
Nom. torque (Nm) 23
4.1. Simulation Results
Simulation results were performed using Mat-
lab/Simuli k and are given in figures from Fig. 8
to Fig. 12. From the amount of possible operation
modes, these ones have been modeled and simulated
using novel simplified powertrain:
• start-up and traction drive of HEV powered by
ICE,
• start-up of ICE powered by AB Accu-Battery us-
ing SG as a starter,
• traction drive powered by AB Accu-Battery and
braking (charging) moving energy into Accu-
Battery AB.
1) Start-up and Traction Drive of HEV
The ICE is starting to idle speed (about 150 rad· s−1).
Then, after 3 sec, the traction motor is connected via
a synchronous generator and 3×5 matrix converter.
The speed of ICE (and SG, too) is increased to re-
quested value and controlled to this value given by the
requested value of traction motor or HEV, respectively.
Results of this operational mode are shown in Fig. 8.
Detailed waveforms of phase currents of traction gen-
erator and 5PIM traction motor are given in Fig. 9.
2) Start-Up of ICE Powered by AB
Accu-Battery Using SG as a Starter
In the Fig. 10 there is shown start-up of ICE powered
by AB accu-battery using SG as a starter. Detailed
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Fig. 8: Details of speed and torque waveforms of SG a) and TM b) during start-up.
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Fig. 9: Details of phase-current waveforms of SG a) and TM b) during start-up.
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Fig. 10: Start-up of ICE powered by AB Accu-Battery using SG as a starter: current and voltage of DC motor (modeling ICE)
a) and phase-current of SG b) – 0×3 M×Cs.
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waveforms of SG phase-currents, speed and torque are
given in Fig. 11. This operational mode uses 0×3 M×C
converter.
ω (
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d⋅s-1 )
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e (
N
m
)
t (s)
Fig. 11: Start-up of ICE powered by AB Accu-Battery using
SG as starter: and details of SG speed and torque
waveforms.
This operational mode uses 0×3 matrix converter
which can be simply derived from 3×5 M×C converter.
3) Traction Drive Powered by AB
Accu-Battery and Braking
Traction and recuperation of TM braking energy
by/into accu-battery AB is enabled by use of single
0×3 matrix converter. Figure 12 shows the start-up of
TM to nominal or other requested speed and then, at
time of 1 sec, traction operation is changed to regener-
ation, moving energy into the Accu-Battery. The de-
tailed waveforms of electromagnetic torque of the trac-
tion motor are given in the Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12: The course of uAB and iAB during traction- and re-
cuperation of TM braking energy.
Hybrid operation modes have not been modeled and
simulated in this paper. Complete powertrain control
with both parallel and autonomous modes using the
real model of ICE is a demanding issue, anyway, it
should be done before the development of HEV.
5. Conclusion
A novel simplified and enhanced configuration of series
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) with AC/AC power-
train has been introduced in the paper. Major advan-
tages of using such AC/AC power transfer with 3×5
M×C and five-phase induction traction motors have
been mentioned for their higher torque density, smaller
voltage drops, smaller torque ripple, greater efficiency,
better fault tolerance and better noise characteristics.
The substantial contribution of such a connection is
the absence of 4QC auxiliary converter and its com-
pensation by power-lesser 0×5 matrix converter. Au-
tonomous operational modes simulations of HEV pow-
ertrain have shown a good functionality of the sys-
tem. Hybrid modes simulation is rather complex, and
it will be, consequently, investigated and published in
the next works of the authors.
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